
CAUSES AND EFFECT OF FAME

I'm teaching a class on Psychobiography now, my area of specialization. This time around we're studying the lives of
John Lennon, Elvis, and.

A magnification of pre-existing problems Celebrities have strengths and weaknesses just like the rest of us.
Some people become famous simply because they happen to be in the right place at the right time. When the
drugs wear off, the user crashes. Don't make the mistake of believing your fame is the result of some unique
quality only you possess: You are always replaceable. Rihanna went recently, and she was wearing a skirt and
a short shirt. Fame is enticing. Celebrity Can Make You or Break You Some famous people do very well with
the attention, and even use it for good by helping out the disadvantaged or drawing attention to causes and
charities or adopting a child from a 3rd world country. Resulting in them having to leave the school system,
and enter a life of home schooling. Hollywood North [Vancouver] does the same. You never catch the wind.
What happened to Macaulay Culkin? Lieberman recommended an alternative approach to coping with fame.
Invalid email address. Please select a newsletter We respect your privacy. Friendship, career success, pleasing
hobbies, family -- none of these seem to be quite enough, he said. Some of the motivators he identified
include: Childhood experiences. That damage can involve a mood disorder, major depressive disorder, and
even suicide. That sucks. Fatigue, depression, anxiety, and the need for another pick-me-up quickly follow.
What do you think? Being surrounded by a culture of bad choices is one of the many negative attributes of
being a celebrity. This may sound appealing at first; however, can you imagine the feeling of having unwanted
people taking pictures of your every move? For teenagers, the rates are higher. The Party. Surveys done since
then, in communities around the world, suggest the same thing: aiming for a target as elusive as fame, and so
dependent on the judgments of others, is psychologically treacherous. For example, celebrities have to fear
about even leaving their house.


